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State of the Industry Survey  

 

Introduction 

This survey was conducted during May - June 2018 and was completed by a total of 22 

BAPLA members representing a wide variety of types and sizes of business. The aim was to 

establish how our members were performing - where the revenue growth was but also what 

were the more challenging or declining markets. The survey results make for interesting 

reading, illustrating the differing experience our members face with the marketplace as well 

as highlighting some of the more challenging market sectors. We also looked at other 

sources of income that members are utilising such as unauthorised usage and print sales.   

Thank you to all the BAPLA members who took part in this survey, your input is much 

appreciated. 

Thanks also to the members of the BAPLA Rights Group for their great work in preparing 

and analysing the results of this survey and to Susanne Kittlinger from the BAPLA office.  

The Rights Group would be very happy to receive any comments or feedback from members 

regarding the survey. Please send any comments to Susanne@bapla.org.uk. 

Milica Lamb, Chair BAPLA Rights Group July 2018.  

 

Survey responses  

1) What percentage of revenue over the last 12 months was generated through RM 

(rights managed) sales? 

22 respondents answered this question.  

11 respondents (50% of respondents) generate 100% of revenue via RM sales.  

7 respondents (31% of respondents) generate between 90% and 99% of revenue from RM. 

3 respondents generate between 70% and 90% of revenue from RM. 

1 respondent generates 30% of revenue from RM. 

2) What percentage of revenue over the last 12 months was generated though RF 

(royalty free) sales? 

22 respondents answered this question. 

15 respondents (68% of respondents) generate 0% of revenue from RF. 

4 respondents (18% of respondents) generate between 1% and 5% of revenue from RF. 
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3 respondents (13% of respondents) generate between 10% and 20% of revenue from RF. 

3) What editorial client sector has shown the most growth over the last 12 months? 

19 respondents answered this question. 

Answers were: no growth sectors (2), books* (8 respondents or 42% of respondents), TV or 

TV and film (3), magazines (2), journals and eBooks (1), non-profits (1). 

Two respondents specified content rather than client sectors - microstock and 

political/cultural/lifestyle. 

*Within books, 3 respondents specified trade, 1 textbook reprints and 1 pictorial. 

4) What editorial client sector has shown the most decline over the last 12 months? 

22 respondents answered this question. 

Answers were: all sectors (2), books and magazines (5 respondents or 22.7% of 

respondents), newspapers/magazines combined (2), TV (2), educational publishing (2), RM 

(1), newspapers (1), technology and academic/architectural publishing (1). 

*Within magazines 1 respondent specified specialist garden titles. Within books, 1 each 

specified short-run and textbooks. 

5) What commercial client sector has shown the most growth over the last 12 

months? 

20 respondents answered this question. 

Answers were: no growth sectors (1), merchandising/products (5), corporate (3), brand 

licensing/sales (2) interior design (2), charities/conservation (1), horticultural (1), betting (1), 

product packaging (1), print on demand (1), microstock (1), audiobook publishing (1)  

*Within merchandising/products, 1 member specified paper products and 1 textiles, within 

corporate 1 member specified hotels/hospitality. 

6) What commercial client sector has shown the most decline over the last 12 

months? 

19 respondents answered this question. 

Answers were: no declining sectors (1), all sectors declining (2), advertising (7 respondents 

or 36.8% of respondents), marketing (2), packaging (1), merchandising/products (1), film and 

TV (1), academic publishing (1) 

*Within advertising 1 specified print advertising, 1 advertising/corporate and 1 

advertising/creative. Within marketing, 1 specified especially online. 

7) What territory has shown the most growth of the last 12 months? 

21 respondents answered this question. 

Answers were: Asia-Pacific (1), Taiwan & China (1), China (2), UK (2), Europe (2), Canada 

(1), USA (7), Italy (1), rest of the world excluding North America and UK (1), Non-UK (1), 

France (1), Japan (1), Malaysia (1)* 

*Number of countries named add up to more than had answered due to respondents naming 

more than one country. 
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8) What territory has shown the greatest fall over the last 12 months? 

21 respondents answered this question. 

Answers were: Canada (1), Spain (1), USA (6), France (3), UK (6), Australia (1), Russia (1), 

Germany (1), Argentina (1) 

9) Do you pursue unauthorised use? 

21 respondents answered this question. 

17 respondents pursue unauthorised use and 4 do not. 

 

10) If yes, what proportion of revenue does this represent? 

16 respondents answered this question. 

10 respondents obtain 0-5% of revenue. 

1 respondent obtains between 6% and 15%. 

2 respondents obtain between 15% and 20% 

1 respondent obtains more than 20%. 

2 respondents report low but unspecified percentage of revenue. 

62.5% of respondents received 5% of less from unauthorised use. 13.6% of respondents 

had 15% or above. 

11) Do you do print sales? 

22 respondents answered this question. 

14 do print sales and 8 do not.  
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12) If yes, what proportion of revenue does this represent? 

15 respondents answered this question. 

Of the answers below 9 are less than 5%, with 1 at 5-10%, 1 at 15% and 1 at 20% 

Answers were: 1% (5), 2% (1), 3% (1), 5% (1), 5-10% (1), 9% (1), 15% (1) 20% (1), n/a (1), 

hard to say (1), tiny (1) 

13) How does your revenue compare to three years ago? 

21 respondents answered this question. 

Answers were: revenue flat (7), revenue down (6), revenue up (8) 

 

14) How does your volume of sales compare to 3 years ago? 

22 respondents answered this question. 

Answers were: flat (3), down (7), up (12) 
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15) Please add any other comments you have re: significant change or problems in 

the market you have experienced in the last 12 months. 

17 respondents provided feedback on this question.  

“US textbook market” 

“Power of the platforms/large agencies to block out entire publishing groups/companies. This 

very anti-competitive behaviour is something that the industry urgently needs to tackle if 

independents are going to be able to direct sell in the future.” 

“Sales are up due to virtually grinding to a halt 3 years ago and thus are now higher but 

sales revenue is very poor generally”  

“Largely affected by both social media platforms, ISPs and consequently thousands of SMEs 

infringing our image content. Where we would have previously licensed for online marketing 

use that has almost disappeared despite the growing demand for image content for online 

marketing purposes. The perception is that images found via Google, Facebook or Pinterest, 

etc are free to use.” 

“Subscription deals by the large agencies are killing the industry.” 

“Threat: movement toward free/open access imagery.” 

“1) Copyright infringement is increasing "But it was freely available from Google Images" is a 

typical response by infringers. 2) The big libraries continue to charge low prices in order to 

buy market share, even if they are themselves losing money. 3) The de-professionalisation 

of photography is proceeding apace. 4) Misunderstanding of GDPR is a) discouraging use of 

editorial pictures & b) increasing harassment of photographers.”  

“Book publishing, especially the educational sector, continues to be very challenging. 

Microstock and preferred supplier deals impacting more on editorial sales. 

Subagent/distribution sales are of growing importance and have shown more growth than 

any direct sales area.” 

“People reluctant to pay for images of 'public domain' artworks since Met released high-res 

images free of charge to use for whatever, with no attribution needed or anything!” 

“New revenue from sponsorship of digital publishing operation and more direct-to-brand 

commercial sales” 

“Our market has been significantly, and overall negatively, affected by the rise of the tech 

giants - platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr and in particular Pinterest and 

Google. While we have 'paid-for' image recognition services, which identify commercial-use 

infringements, the root of the problem continues to be the economic exploitation by these 

platforms who take no responsibility and derive all the value images generate. If we don't 

have a fair marketplace we won't have the opportunity to continue investing in creators & 

creativity.” 

“Number of sales is growing but revenue is at best remaining flat. Market is polarised by 

(*agency names removed*) and subscription model is pushing prices down for more 

"traditional" agencies. “ 

“consolidation of customers” 
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“Definitely people pleading tiny budgets for images, and more publishers pushing images 

costs on to authors. Would BAPLA consider revising and reissuing the fee negotiating guide 

from a few years ago?” 

“(*agency name removed*) pricing is ruining the editorial market with their 5-year reuse 

within publishing group for £25 per image” 

“Prices continue to go down in the editorial sector” 

“UK traffic and downloads dropped 10% immediately after June 2016 (Brexit vote) and did 

not yet return to levels prior to the vote. Unclear whether coincidence or connected.” 

 

 


